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Smart Home Automation with Linux and Raspberry PiApress, 2013

	Smart Home Automation with Linux and Raspberry Pi shows you how to automate your lights, curtains, music, and more, and control everything via a laptop or mobile phone.


	You'll learn how to use Linux, including Linux on Raspberry Pi, to control appliances and everything from kettles to curtains, including how to hack...
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DIY Instruments for Amateur Space: Inventing Utility for Your Spacecraft Once It Achieves OrbitMaker Media, Inc, 2013

	What can you measure and what are your limits when orbiting in space? Learn

	about what physical quantities you can measure and how to design and parameterize

	your sensor loadout. Learn to go beyond just flying a camera and

	optimize your mission goals. Explore what you can play with using your own

	personal satellite.
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The Communications Facility Design Handbook (Electronics Handbook Series)CRC Press, 2000
The responsibilities of the system engineer are many and varied, especially as they relate to facility design and construction. Successful execution of these responsibilities requires an understanding of the underlying technologies, the applicable quality standards, and the proper methods for achieving them. The Communications Facility Design...
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Beginning Silverlight 5 in C# (Expert's Voice in Silverlight)Apress, 2012

	The growing popularity of Web 2.0 applications is increasing user expectations for high-quality website design, presentation, and functionality. It is into this climate that Microsoft is releasing Silverlight 5, the latest iteration of its cross-browser web presentation technology.


	Beginning Silverlight 5 in...
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Wireless Sensors and Instruments: Networks, Design, and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2005
Wireless Sensors and Instruments explains the underlying principles of wireless instruments, which incorporate  recent communications technology in instruments and instrumentation systems. This book extensively covers software support at the stand-alone instrument and network levels and includes numerous examples from industrial applications,...
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Android Things Quick Start Guide: Build your own smart devices using the Android Things platformPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Android Things is the new Android based Operating System for the Internet of Things. With this book you will learn the core concepts by running code examples on different peripherals.

	
		Key Features

		
			No previous knowledge of IoT or microcontrollers required.
	
			Hands-On with...
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